STATIC FROM HQ

We have lots of odds and ends this issue to enlighten everyone, so without any more fanfare, let's get started. This will be a 24 pager although we have enough material to go larger. We are holding back several articles and at least two filler articles that would qualify as a feature article as well. We hate to come up with a short page count—although Ernie's and Dave's columns are starting to fill out. It might be that we began the weekly issues a little too early, but we thought we'd yield to the suggestions of several members last year.

Like the Washington Post, we are big enough to admit our mistakes. In the Nov. 2nd issue we mentioned that Joe Pela was compiling the 1982 Frequency Check List needed member input. His correct address is 150 Hobart Place, So. Plainfield NJ 07080. There still is time to send in those last minute updates and changes from your recent experience to make the Frequency Check List the most accurate yet.

From Bob Wielcarek we learn via Al Rockick, DE at WLS, that they will be silent Dec. 21 from 1 AM to 6 AM EST. Might be a good opportunity to schedule a test from one of the daytimeers on this channel, or perhaps the now station in St. George, UT if it is on the air by then, Hint, Hint

From Gene Nix we just received a call advising that KGEZ-600 Kalispell, MT is in final phase of converting to 5000 watts day power and will be testing with both 5000 and 1000 watts between 2100 AM and 6150 AM EST the next few weeks. This might bear watching as Montana is a toughie.

We have been advised that R. West has their new catalog available. A copy can be requested by writing Radio West, 20155 S. Escondido Blvd., Escondido, CA 92025. We are also advised that the Space Magnet is still very much in production from Worcester Electronics Laboratory, R.D. 1, Frankfort, NY 13340. Write for price and availability.

Don't forget that the new 1982 W3TH can be ordered at a sizable discount from Don Erickson, 6059 Essex St., Riverside, CA 92504. See last issue for details. And Rocket Ray Arruda is hosting a QTG Nov. 28 from noon to 6 PM. More details available by writing Ray at 477 Burt St., Acheson, MA 02743.

Armst Littek advises that he welcomes visitors to Germany, but advance notice is requested. Write Armst at Schrederweg 54/2678, 3300 Braunschweig, Bundes Republik, Deutschland. Telephone 0531/35625.

CPC TESTS

Much CPC Tests this week. Keep them coming. Remember, a free year's membership to the member who schedules the most successful Tests before April 15.

11/28 WQCH-1490 Greenwich, CT 06830—best of morning EST using tones and ID's.
Sat. Reports to: Frank Najd, WQCH Radio, 1490 Dayton Ave, Greenwich, CT 06830. Arranged by Chris Lucas/NRC.

12/7 WHEO-1270 Stuart, VA 0100-0130 EST using popular music, ID's and tones
Mon. every 7 minutes. Reports to: G. Clement Bryant, DB-WHEO, Route 1-Box 24, Stuart, VA 24171. Arranged by Mike Knitter/NRC.

12/14 WKDW-900 Staunton, VA 0005-0030 EST using 1000 watts, code and voice
Mon. ID's and voice, last 10 minutes will be at 250 watts. DB states that anyone hearing his station will get a DX treat indeed. Reports to: Bill Betsie, Director of Engineering WKDW, P.O. Box 2169, Staunton, VA 24401. Arranged by Mike Knitter/NRC.

12/28 KADE-1150 Boulder, CO 0200-0300 EST using 5000 watts non-directional.
Mon. Test will consist of 1000 Hz tones and music with plenty of ID's. Prepaid calls will be accepted at (303) 444 5600. Reports to: Bob Greenlee, KADE Radio, 4840 Riverbend Rd., Boulder, CO 80301. Arranged by Bob Greenlee/NRC.

LOOK INSIDE

Domestic DX Digest.......................... 3  Musings of the Members.................. 16
International DX Digest.................... 9  Verification Game......................... 23
Here is the official WRIC column which is as much as exciting to Jon E. as reading your issues in. We have noted here you can keep them in the same type of form as the column, slip a line between items, etc., type or neatly write, one side of the paper, got it? Jerry Bizar can do it, ANYONE can! Let's get started:

**WEYD**

- **1350 WNYX** PA - **10/26 0135** noted w/jazz, w/ID in middle of record.
- **1410 WXMK MA** BOSTON - **10/26 0617** noted w/new call, ex-WXMK. (D-14)
- **1450 WQKX MS** CLARKSDALE - **10/26 0939** s/off noted w/mention of entire week's schedule, ex-WQKX. Staff, 7:00-8:00; 10:00-11:00; 11:00-12:00.
- **1470 WSBH PA** PARSLER - **10/26 noted** at midnight, dunno how long.
- **1500 WQXH** CST. JUNGS - **10/26 1000** caught s/off on new calls for AM & FM. Fair signal. (VX-VA)

**FRESH:**

- **4th MON.** K2BQ-1490 w/27 per list. (DS-DE)
- **4th TUE.** W2PJ-1530 w/77. ID's per list. (DS-DE)

**WIBG - RADIO 99**

- **1170 WABX** CHICAGO - **10/25 1815** w/YH/00 w/o/off. (SP-2)
- **1220 AMT** CONCORD - **10/25 1715** w/ID w/SSB. (DM-PA)
- **1230 KPFA** GA - **10/25 1715** w/o/off. (DM-PA)
- **1240 WVDX** GA - **10/25 1747** w/o/off. (DM-PA)
- **1250 WAVS** SC - **10/25 1728-1745** CW music, weather for Metro York County, ads, caught in WNRW null. (GA-PA)
- **1250 WKNA** CO - **10/25 1728** for Rocky Mountain Joss, ads, then guitar solo, and then faded. (VX-PA)
- **1260 WIVN** TD - **10/25 2246** good w/rock music, ads, in mind. (VX-PA)
- **1270 WWSR** MS - **10/25 2300** good w/rock music, ads, in mind. (VX-PA)
- **1280 WJEA** MA - **10/25 2045** w/ID in middle of record type of 70s as noted later. (VX-PA)
- **1290 WJPH** MS - **10/25 2045** very good w/off, plug for CH.
- **1300 WJVA** LA - **10/25 2045** very good w/off, plug for CH.
- **1305 WJWB** MS - **10/25 2121** w/ID, w/ID for local station. (GA-PA)
- **1310 WJAE** LA - **10/25 2121** w/ID, w/ID for local station. (GA-PA)
- **1315 WJBD** MS - **10/25 2121** w/ID, w/ID for local station. (GA-PA)
- **1320 WJCF** AR - **10/25 2205** Ft. Smith & vicinity. (GA-PA)
- **1325 WJCR** NY - **10/25 2205** noted w/27 per list. (SP-2)
- **1330 WJDK** SC - **10/25 2205** intro to gospel music show w/ID. (GA-PA)
- **1335 WNLO** MS - **10/25 2205** good w/27 per list. (SP-2)
- **1340 WJW** SC - **10/25 2205** intro to gospel music show w/ID. (GA-PA)
- **1345 WJXO** PA - **10/25 2205** w/ID, in mind. (GA-PA)
- **1350 WJYR** MS - **10/25 2205** w/ID, in mind. (GA-PA)
- **1355 WJZT** CT - **10/25 2205** w/ID, in mind. (GA-PA)
- **1400 WJZT** CT - **10/25 2205** w/ID, in mind. (GA-PA)
- **1405 WJZT** CT - **10/25 2205** w/ID, in mind. (GA-PA)
- **1410 WJZT** CT - **10/25 2205** w/ID, in mind. (GA-PA)
- **1415 WJZT** CT - **10/25 2205** w/ID, in mind. (GA-PA)
- **1420 WJZT** CT - **10/25 2205** w/ID, in mind. (GA-PA)
- **1425 WJZT** CT - **10/25 2205** w/ID, in mind. (GA-PA)
- **1430 WJZT** CT - **10/25 2205** w/ID, in mind. (GA-PA)
- **1435 WJZT** CT - **10/25 2205** w/ID, in mind. (GA-PA)
- **1440 WJZT** CT - **10/25 2205** w/ID, in mind. (GA-PA)
- **1445 WJZT** CT - **10/25 2205** w/ID, in mind. (GA-PA)
- **1450 WJZT** CT - **10/25 2205** w/ID, in mind. (GA-PA)
- **1455 WJZT** CT - **10/25 2205** w/ID, in mind. (GA-PA)
- **1500 WJZT** CT - **10/25 2205** w/ID, in mind. (GA-PA)
10/20 060Z On
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MR. COOPER'S LAW:
If you do not understand a particular word in a piece of technical writing, ignore it. The piece will make perfect sense without it.

INTERNATIONAL DX DIGEST

WANTED: new blood for DXF. Old contributors have proven to be too much of a drag and of low contribution level. Restructuring in badly nourished, undervitalized column. Vitalization badly needed. No experience needed whatsoever. Reply to editor anytime.

1510 KPRC TX 0015-0030 Tone
1450 VYBB PA 0015-0015 Tone
1400 VYBB PA 0015-0015 Tone
1350 KPRC TX 0015-0015 Tone*
If you buy your own telephone, watch out!

Mike Knittel - 2150 Old River Rd - Cambridge, WI 53523 - 608-423-3157

I just got the dog in and guess what? It was moving outside October 22 and a snowstorm and I guess it's time to bundle up with the radio - it's the height of the season. I guess that's good. I think that's life back in the DXers' side of the band. It gives me a chance to log those QSOs and QRAIs. Speaking of which, everyone is talking about the DXCC section. The Enterprise is gone too bad, maybe we'll get a new station with its own stuff. I hope we can get the same QSOs as last year. I think some people are thinking of moving up in DXCC.

Another QSL wants a new Receiver!

Mike Morigeau - Box 155 - San Pedro, CA - 90732

I'd like to get back to DXers and DXCC, which will be discussed in the DXCC section. There's a fair amount of good stuff, but I think it's more moving along the way. The same goes for DXCC.

Huy keeps phoning along

James E. Fairhall - K8JX - 1400 S 30th St - Des Moines, IA 50312

Long hours and weekend work have limited my DX time and prevented me from getting into the past couple of DX/AMS issues. Looking down the track, the next DXCC is February 1981. I've also been working on W1C66C10X. I notice that W2CG, has been working on W1J3 and W1J4. I think some enthusiasts are doing good in our W1JX a month this season! In the "clear channel" column of the BJS, I noticed that W360, which has been owned by W398 since 1978. Also, it has been heard on W1J5X, which has been heard on W1J6X and W1J1.

Ray enjoys an Annual Field Day

Ray Anderle - K8BS - 12750 S 100th St - Neosho, MO 64851

...and AM in some parts of the country, especially in the Midwest. Also, it has been heard on W1J5X, which has been heard on W1J6X and W1J1.

Mark 'plays music' at the top of the hill

Mark Connelly - 3011 Billings Rd - Billings, MT - 59102

During the past summer, I went to the White Mountains of New Hampshire, where the highest peak was 4,979 ft, according to the map. I was there to see the effects of the urban heat island on a site about 10 miles inland. Though, as you can see, the signal strength in the following fall was better. The weather was good enough to get to the summit without any problems.

The day before was another beautiful autumn day. I rode my bicycle 6 miles to the summit and back, and then hiked up to the top. It was a beautiful day, and I was able to enjoy the view.

Neil was out at Wayne's

Neil G. Zahn - 210 Lumber Cub Drive - Lincoln, NE - 68510

Before - I turn my little receiver on - get the stations in and then the next DXCC. As a result, no new listings have been added yet. But most interesting information can be passed along in the DXCC section.

I'm looking forward to some kind of local event in the near future to get some DXCC credit for the local operators. I hope it will be successful.
It's been a while since I've been in a hunt, mainly due to the job. But I've been spending some time with my wife, who is also a hunter. She's been doing well, and we've been having a good time. I'm looking forward to getting out and doing some more hunting soon.

I think we'll be having only four chances at standard DX hunting starting this week. If the weather is too bad, it's going to be too bad. I'm just looking for some interesting S/H and S/DX opportunities when the conditions are right.
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THE CALL OF THE WILD - WEST

GEORGE A. SANTULLI - 687 McCloud Avenue - Thousand Oaks, CA - 91360 Oct. 27th

October has moved on out and the DX is picking up slow and steady. It is still in business down here on the West Coast, but it did not come out to be too productive as the East seemed to be a bit flakier. Even KOB-770 NM was not as active. That's the AU DX, George. -RCA Signals from the 11/23 b.yond to KOB-770 NM on 15 metres has been a bit flakier. I am hoping for a bit of activity on 15. The signal from KOB-770 NM was the strongest I have heard them. They are not a big DX spot, however.

Westerly DXers, let me tell you about 20 years ago when I was a college student at Rutgers University. I had a six tube Zenith console radio that had good audio. I did not have a lot of DXing back then. I was mostly interested in getting the DX on 15 metres. I logged some 2500 in a 20-month period, before the pressure of finals forced me to quit. The thrill was hearing several Cal stations including KGB-770 NM, KEJ-910 Santa Barbara, and KGB-770 NM. It was two years before I knew of NCG or any other radio club. I heard these new WCCs on 15 and 10, too.

In 1961 I was a college student at Rutgers University. I had a six tube Zenith console radio that had good audio. I was mostly interested in getting the DX on 15 metres. I logged some 2500 in a 20-month period, before the pressure of finals forced me to quit. The thrill was hearing several Cal stations including KGB-770 NM, KEJ-910 Santa Barbara, and KGB-770 NM. It was two years before I knew of NCG or any other radio club. I heard these new WCCs on 15 and 10, too.
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AURORAL DX MEAN NEW DXI

CARL JETER - 1999-Clubhouse Circle West - Dacatur, GA - 30032
10/26/81

Time for another installment of "DX Down the Kana, this time DXI is back on, 73s to all DXers, 73.

WELCOME BACK TO MUNIS, BOB

BOB GALESTEIN - 140 Chestnut Street - Apt. 706 - Springfield, MA - 01119
10/21/81

Please note my new address effective immediately. I have just

moved to the GC & will not be able to receive your

mail at this address. Please send to:

JAMES JENSEN - 5999 Student Union Klass - Vancouver, BC - 76-162
604-322-6666

Another new Satellite network - "The United States Country Music

Network" but no station list. Ferris, NY has been granted 850, 3,000 D.

WBBQ-940 on top at 730. (Send your QSLs).
JERRY STARR - W6RD - Youngstown, OH
K1KX - K00D, K1KX-200, K00D-190 - because of the unusual configuration of the K00D station.

W3DQ - K2ND-100, K2ND-200, K2ND-300 - new DXer from K2ND.
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K1KX - K00D, K1KX-200, K00D-190 - because of the unusual configuration of the K00D station.

W3DQ - K2ND-100, K2ND-200, K2ND-300 - new DXer from K2ND.
RICH EDDIE - 152 West Rose - St. Louis, MO - 63119

As my 15th year in the NBC has been said it was time for a

break. I have been in the NBC 15 years and I have decided I want to live single and work with my father, 65 years old. As soon as I get my NO-QSO from Steve BOCH I will be ready to retire. I will be looking for another job and I have decided to retire from the NBC as soon as possible. I have worked at the NBC for 15 years and I have decided to retire. I have worked at the NBC for 15 years and I have decided to retire.

KORIS 10 "BACK HOME"

MOORE, SHERMAN - 113 Troyen Drive - Richmond Hill, ON - LAC 2LD Oct. 14, 1956

I recently had the opportunity of visiting my old home town. I was there for about ten days and I really enjoyed myself. I have had some good times there.

DICK MARSHALL - 102 E. Main St. - Richmond Hill, ON - LAC 2LD Oct. 14, 1956

I have been back home since you left and I have been missing you. I hope you are doing well.
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SOME GOOD NEWS AND FRIENDLY GREETINGS FROM THE JULIUSMANS.

DAVID R. TICE, Editor, New Zealand DX Times, Box 2976, Wellington 6000.

I hope that the editors of exchange and all who read the New Zealand DX Times will continue to enjoy the work of our previous editors, especially the late John T. Hazen, and to appreciate the effort put into publishing this magazine. The magazine can also be read on your computer every now and then. (Welcome aboard - EEC) John T. Hazen was the founder of the DXpedition to Cardinal Island and some of the DXers who participated were really listening to the signals of the stations in the area. If you are attending DXpeditions, please feel free to let me know. I will try and sort them out. I can also offer some information about the new editors: Pacific and Hawaiian stations that might help your DXing. The "New Zealand DX Times" has a new focus on the Pacific and has put together an information network on Pacific DX that will continue to make our magazine a key source for DXing.

WAYNE HELNEN & CARAMUS ST., CO 57189

THEY JOINED

Welcome this week to three new members. Please join and introduce yourselves.

Robert J. Bina (W3BJS), 408 Forsberg Blvd, Hagerstown, MD 21740 (Rejoining)
John Barrett Jr., 120 Ehrree Ave., Brewster, NY 10509
Sandy Davis, 2113 P. Norwood Ave., Clarksville, IN 47130 (Avers the river from Louisville)